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Abstract 

Heat stress in feedlot cattle can have a deleterious effect on cattle performance and in 
extreme cases lead to cattle death. The National Feedlot Accreditation Scheme requires that 
feedlots have a heat stress management plan in place to cope with weather events that can 
lead to excessive heat loads. The Cattle Heat Load Toolbox, developed by Katestone, alerts 
feedlot operators of impending adverse weather conditions that could lead to excessive heat 
loads in feedlot cattle. The toolbox is web based and provides access to weather and heat 
load forecasts out one week and risk assessment programs. The service is underpinned by 
over 10 years of research into cattle heat load funded by MLA. The Cattle Heat Load 
Toolbox brings all this research together and uses a world class weather forecasting system 
to generate accurate forecasts across Australia. This service provides useful and practical 
information to help feedlot operators manage heat stress in cattle through advanced warning 
of adverse conditions. Thus allowing operators time to undertake appropriate actions to 
mitigate the risk of heat stress when alerted. 
 
 
Executive Summary 

Heat stress in feedlot cattle can have a deleterious effect on cattle performance and in 
extreme cases lead to cattle death. The National Feedlot Accreditation Scheme requires that 
feedlots have a heat stress management plan in place to cope with weather events that can 
lead to excessive heat loads. The Cattle Heat Load Toolbox has been developed to alert 
feedlot operators of impending adverse weather conditions that could lead to excessive heat 
loads in feedlot cattle. The toolbox is web based and provides access to weather and heat 
load forecasts out one week and risk assessment programs.  
 
Feedlot Operators can subscribe to the service free of charge and request a forecast for 
their feedlot. Subscribers can also define risk alert levels suitable to their management plan 
and cattle condition. Alerts are then sent by email and SMS to designated recipients (e.g. 
site managers, veterinarians). Under severe heat load conditions Katestone will issue a 
written heat load advisory detailing the location, cause and likely duration of a heat load 
event. The Advisory is emailed to all subscribers and posted on the toolbox web site. There 
are currently over 130 subscribers to the forecasting service covering nearly a million head 
of feedlot cattle across Australia. Katestone provides weather and heat load forecasts for 
191 locations specifically for the feedlot industry to manage cattle heat stress. 
 
Katestone has been providing this service for ten years and in that time we have extended 
the service from 16 to 191 forecast locations. The forecast for the service is generated by 
our in-house high performance computer cluster using the Weather Research & Forecasting 
model, the same model used by the United States National Weather Service and Air Force. 
The system is monitored by Katestone meteorologist, scientist and engineers throughout the 
forecast season and assessed for performance in predicting the location, magnitude and 
duration of heat load events. The system has proven to accurately predict these key features 
and alert the relevant operators of the impending situation. 
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1. Background 

Katestone has provided a heat load prediction service to the Australian Lot Feeders 
Association since 2003. During this time the technology involved in delivering the service 
has changed dramatically. From the data used to initialise the model, the underlying 
equations for estimating heat load, to the delivery of the forecast on the Cattle Heat Load 
Toolbox website. While the technology has changed the basic principles of delivering a 
forecast has remained the same. 
 
Vilhelm Bjerknes, a Norwegian atmospheric scientist in the early 1900’s, set the scientific 
basis for weather forecasting that continues through to today. Basically the weather is 
deterministic, meaning that future states of the atmosphere are entirely dependent on the 
current state. In order to predict the future state of the atmosphere all aspects of the 
atmosphere at the start of the forecast must be known as completely as possible, for the 
entire atmosphere, globally. With this initial information we can then apply the governing 
physical laws, to determine the future state. 
 
Unfortunately, Earth is old and large and the atmosphere that covers it is deep making 
complete knowledge of the starting state of the atmosphere impossible. To make matters 
worse we currently do not fully understand all the physical processes that take place in the 
atmosphere and how they interact. Therefore from this starting point we have quite a 
challenge ahead of us to provide accurate weather forecasts. 
 
To our benefit though there are organisations and researchers that work tirelessly to provide 
the best possible information and resources to further our requirements for more data and 
more accurate predictions. The World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) is one of these. 
The WMO acts as the central repository for all meteorological observations across the globe, 
from ships and aircraft, weather stations, ocean buoys, upper air balloons and satellites. To 
achieve this level of global integration the WMO is based in Geneva, Switzerland. Known for 
its neutrality and fine banking facilities, Switzerland is a natural choice for potentially 
conflicting nations to send data without appearing to co-operate. 
 
From the WMO the data is formatted and made available to global weather prediction 
centres and from these centres to public and private services such as the Bureau of 
Meteorology (BOM) and Katestone. 
 

1.1 Global weather prediction systems 

There are currently three major providers of Global weather forecasts, the NCEP/NOAA of 
the USA, the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) and the UK 
Met Office Hadley Centre. These centres run global circulation models every 6 hours for up 
to 30 days into the future. They take all the data available from the WMO to initialise the 
state of the atmosphere. These models range in horizontal resolution over Australia from 25 
km to 60 km and provide data at three hourly time steps. 
 
These models are: 

• The Global Forecasting System (GFS) from NCEP/NOAA 
• The Global Atmospheric Model from ECMWF 
• The Unified Model from the UK Met Office Hadley Centre  

Of these only the GFS is made publicly available. The other forecast systems are only 
available under commercial licences that are currently prohibitively costly.  
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The Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) has its own modelling system known as ACCESS, the 
Australian Community Climate and Earth System Simulator. ACCESS is a derivative of the 
Unified Model and has replaced the old GASP, LAPS and MesoLAPS models. 

ACCESS provides forecasts at several resolutions from Global at 80 km to city specific at 5 
km. In between is ACCESS-A which covers the Australian region and is at a resolution of 12 
km. ACCESS-A forecasts extend 48 hours into the future and data is provided at 3 hourly 
intervals. Again these data streams are available at a cost, while at a marginal rate 
compared the European systems.  

The reality is that none of these systems meet the requirements of predicting heat load in 
feedlot cattle. They are to coarse in their resolution, where significant variations in terrain are 
missed or they do not extend far enough into the future and do not provide an hourly data 
set. 

 

1.2 History of the Katestone service 

When Katestone started investigating the development of a heat load forecast service in 
2003 this issue was largely the same. None of the available forecast streams met the needs 
of the modern Australian Feedlot. In response to this Katestone developed a statistical 
modelling solution that incorporated the GASP and LAPS models from the Bureau of 
Meteorology and downscaled the data where local automatic weather stations (AWS) were 
available. 

This system worked well at the time as computer simulations where in their infancy and the 
sole domain of governments and military installations. The technology required to produce 
weather forecasts has progressed since then, while still specialised and infrastructure 
intensive the ability to provide numerical weather predictions (NWP) that meet the needs of 
lot feeders across Australia has arrived. 

It was known that the statistical program was limited to the input data, 91 sites that coincided 
with BOM AWS locations and that the dynamic interactions between temperature, relative 
humidity and wind speed were neglected, such as when temperature increases, relative 
humidity must decrease. In this respect the system was missing some key features of the 
weather system. But more importantly the system was very limited spatially and did not 
cover large areas where feedlots actually exist. 

To address these issues Katestone invested significant amounts of capital and research and 
development to establish a computing facility capable of delivering numerical weather 
predictions (NWP) at an hourly interval for 3 to 4 days into the future for any location in 
Australia. Katestone tested this new system in parallel with the statistical system for the 
2009-2010 forecast season and found that the NWP system performed better than statistical 
system in forecasting heat load and the meteorological variables that feed into its 
calculation. 

The 2010-2011 forecast season saw the launch of site specific forecasts for registered 
users. The registered feedlot could request a forecast for their specific location and were no 
longer reliant on forecasts for locations that were at times over 100 km away. A total of 25 
users registered for this service bringing the total number of sites with hourly 3 – 4 day 
forecasts to 116. 

The following forecast season, 2011-2012, Katestone launched the Cattle Heat Load 
Toolbox (CHLT) website. In addition to site specific forecasts, an email and SMS alert 
system was implemented. The Toolbox also provided more information about the 
meteorological variables that go into calculating the HLI and the AHLU and how they change 
throughout the day.  
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There are now over 130 subscribers to the forecasting service covering nearly a million head 
of feedlot cattle across Australia. Katestone provides hourly forecasts of weather parameters 
and heat load for 191 locations for 3 - 4 days into the future with an extended daily outlook to 
7 days. The service runs 24 hours a day 7 days a week during the forecast period, 
November to March, and is continuously monitored by one of our scientists and engineers. 

 

2. Project objectives 

The Cattle Heat Load Toolbox was developed to assist in warning feedlot operators of 
impending adverse weather conditions that could lead to excessive heat loads (and potential 
mortality) for feedlot cattle. The objective of the project is to: 
 

• Provide heat load forecasts for feedlot operators across Australia 

• Deliver warnings of impending heat load events  

• Provide access to forecasts and the Risk Analysis Program over the internet 

• Provide guidance to feedlot operators to minimise losses due to heat load 
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3. Methodology 

3.1 The weather model 

Katestone operates a large computer system known as a High Performance Computer 
(HPC) cluster. The HPC cluster consists of 64 computer cores with 300 GB of Ram. We had 
to build a separate climate controlled room in the office just to house the computer. This 
computer is dedicated to running the weather model we use to provide the forecast, called 
the Weather Research and Forecasting – Advanced Research and Weather (WRF-ARW) 
model, or simply WRF. The WRF is a numerical weather prediction (NWP) system used the 
world over by national weather services and militaries for mission critical applications (see 
more detailed in Appendix A). 
 
Katestone’s implementation of the WRF model (K-WRF) is initialised twice daily producing a 
3 – 4 days at an hourly time step. The modelling domain extends from 105°E to 160°E and 
8°S to 45°S encompassing a significant portion of the oceans to better resolve the 
generation of tropical weather systems (Figure 1). The resolution of the model is 12 km, 
meaning that data is generated at 12 km spacing over a 23,436,000 km2 area. K-WRF 
receives its initial conditions from the GFS model, which already contains data assimilated 
from the Australian WMO monitoring sites. The model also incorporates a detailed land 
surface model that accounts for soil type, moisture content, porosity and vegetation type and 
density (Figure 2).  
 

 
Figure 1 K-WRF forecast domain 
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Figure 2 Schematic of the land surface scheme used in the K-WRF system 
 
3.2 Heat Load equations 

Calculation of the Heat Load Index (HLI) requires Temperature (T) in °C, Relative Humidity 
(RH) expressed as a percentage, Wind Speed (WS) in m/s and Black Globe Temperature 
(BGT) in °C. Of these, T, RH and WS are routinely measured by the great majority of 
weather stations. Although sensors for measuring BGT exist, these are not included as part 
of the standard weather station and must be ordered from a suitable supplier. The BOM do 
not include BGT in the standard AWS. In the absence of a BGT sensor, the BGT can be 
inferred from measurements of T and Solar Radiation (SR). The equation for calculating 
BGT from T and SR is: 
 

BGT = 1.33 x T – 2.65 x sqrt(T) + 3.21 x log(SR + 1) + 3.5 
 
Where: 

log is the logarithm (base 10) function 
sqrt  is the square root function 

 
The HLI is calculated using one of two equations, depending on whether the BGT is above 
or below 25°C as follows: 
 

if ( BGT is below 25 ) then 
HLI = 1.3 x BGT + 0.28 x RH – WS + 10.66 

else 
HLI = 1.55 x BGT + 0.38 x RH – 0.5 x WS + exp (2.4 – WS) + 8.62 

 
Where exp is the exponentiation function. 
 
Through analysis of data over a period of time it was evident that large jumps in HLI could 
occur under the some circumstances when the BGT passes through 25°C – for example 
from 24.9°C to 25.1°C. To overcome this, a blending function, S(X), is used in the 
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forecasting service to produce a smooth transition in HLI values calculated using the two 
different equations. The blending function is: 
  

S(X) = 1 / (1 + exp(-X)) 
Where: 

X = (BGT – 25) / 2.25 
 
The final HLI equation is: 
 

HLI = S(X) * HLIHI + (1 – S(X)) * HLILO 
 

HLILO = 1.3 x BGT + 0.28 x RH – WS + 10.66 
HLIHI = 1.55 x BGT + 0.38 x RH – 0.5 x WS + exp (2.4 – WS) + 8.62 

 
It is also worth noting that if any calculation of HLI yields a value less than 50, this value 
should be set to 50. This is because the rate an animal can dissipate heat is limited. 
 
The equation for calculating AHLU is as follows: 
 

AHLUCURRENT = AHLUPREVIOUS + BALANCE 
 
For example, the AHLU at 2pm is calculated by adding a BALANCE to the AHLU at 1pm. 
The BALANCE is calculated as follows: 
 

If (HLI is between 77 and the upper threshold) then BALANCE = ZERO 
If ( HLI < 77) then BALANCE = INTERVAL * (HLI - 77) / 2 

If ( HLI > UPPER THRESHOLD) then BALANCE = INTERVAL * (HLI - UPPER 
THRESHOLD) 

 
Some points worth noting: 

• The BALANCE can be positive or negative. 
• If HLI is below 77, then BALANCE is halved (i.e. the rate of recovery or heat loss is 

half of the rate of heat accumulation. 
• INTERVAL is the time interval between successive HLI measurements. Its value is 1 

for an interval of one hour, 0.5 for an interval of 30 minutes, 0.25 for an interval of 15 
minutes and so on. 

AHLU values do not go below zero. If any calculation results in an AHLU value below zero, it 
is set to zero. The AHLU is a continuous variable that requires inputs at the INTERVAL 
determined in the algorithm. This requires the AHLU to be initialised with the previous hours 
AHLU at the beginning of each forecast. BOM AWS data is retrieved everyday to initialise 
the AHLU for the 91 public forecast locations. The AHLU for Subscriber locations are 
initialised from the previous forecast.  
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3.3 Delivery 

To communicate the forecast information we developed a database that matches the 
forecast with the subscriber alert thresholds, location and contact details. We also developed 
the Cattle Heat Load Toolbox (CHTL) website as an interface for the subscriber to view their 
site specific forecast, the national forecast of heat load and rainfall and to use the RAP 
program. The CHLT also has detailed information of the algorithms used in the service, how 
they are implemented and a registration facility for new subscribers. 
 
The forecast is updated and produced every 12 hours (twice daily). Once the forecast is 
complete the relevant information is extracted for the public forecast sites and the registered 
users and processed to calculate the HLI and AHLUs. The forecasts are uploaded to the 
website at approximately 0600 and 1800 daily.  
 
The CHLT website provides forecast weather and heat load information to users for a seven 
day period. The first three days are derived from hourly forecast generated by the K-WRF 
modelling system and the final four days are extracted from the Global Forecasting System 
(GFS). Under some circumstances outside of Katestone’s control the K-WRF model may not 
complete its simulation properly. In these situations the forecast is generated from the GFS 
data stream. The GFS supplies all the forecast variables required to deliver the heat load 
forecast at a coarser resolution (0.5°) and time step (3 hourly).  

 
Figure 1 is a schematic of the entire system from data acquisition to forecast generation to 
delivery.  
 

 
 

Figure 3 Schematic of the Cattle Heat Load Toolbox generation and delivery system 
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Subscribed feedlot operators specify AHLU thresholds that triggered a warning email and/or 
SMS to nominated recipients for sites that are forecasted to experience adverse conditions. 
Operators can also nominate several sites to monitor; this option remains popular with 
regional veterinarian services that some feedlot operators nominated as recipients. Under 
extreme situations that have the potential to adversely affect a significant number of 
locations a Heat Load advisory (see Appendix C to E) will be issued by a Katestone 
meteorologist. 

 
As part of the operational procedures for supplying the forecast a daily checklist is 
completed by a Katestone meteorologist. These checks include but are not limited to: 
 

• K-WRF, GFS, ACCESS, ECMWF comparison 
• Weather systems analysis and comparison to satellite observations 
• Hot spot identification and analysis 
• Performance analysis versus observations (magnitude and timing) 
• Heat Load Advisory alerts when required 
• Error creep in the AHLU from false AWS records 
 

The CHLT website is administered and maintained by a Katestone system administrator. 
The administrator registers new subscribers; checks their coordinates are valid, configures 
their site specific user interface and sets the AHLU alert thresholds and delivery accounts as 
per the subscriber’s instructions.  
 
The administrator also has a daily check list that includes: 
 

• K-WRF simulation completed, processed and uploaded to the web 
• Check Email and SMS alerts sent 
• Update subscribers list if required 
• Web site maintenance and analytics 

 
Katestone also provides guidance over the phone to operators who wish to gain a better 
understanding of the situation and have provided site specific analysis of feedlots onsite 
AWS data when requested. These services are outside the scope of work defined for this 
project but are supplied for the operational benefit of the end users. 
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4. Results 

4.1 Forecast zones 

To facilitate the a rapid risk and performance assessment of the forecast the domain is 
broken down into 11 forecast zones with two outliers at Darwin, NT and Warra, Tasmania. 
The zones encompass all the traditional 91 public forecast sites and all subscribed feedlot 
locations. The zones have been defined by state borders, major terrain and ecosystem 
features; such as the Great Dividing Range and coastal or inland locations (Figure 4). A 
detailed list of all sites and the corresponding zone is contained in Appendix B. These zones 
have been used for summary performance benchmarks in Section 4.6. 
 

 
Figure 4 Forecast zones  
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4.2 Weather review 

The Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) remained neutral over the 2012/13 forecasting season 
(Table 1). Neutral SOI is defined by prolonged periods of the 30 day rolling average 
remaining between -8 and 8 (i.e. two to three months in a row) and is not normally 
associated with extremes of heat or rainfall. This summer was different as it was punctuated 
by swings from very hot and dry conditions to warm and wet, interspersed with bush fires, 
Tropical Cyclones and flooding. 
 

Table 1 Southern Oscillation Index 30 day rolling average 

Date Oct-12 Nov-12 Dec-12 Jan-13 Feb-13 Mar-13 
SOI 2.4 3.9 -6 -1.1 -3.6 11.1 
Source: Bureau of Meteorology 
 
Five tropical cyclones were recorded in the Australian region, four on West Coast and one 
on the East Coast during the forecasting season: 
 

• TC Mitchell (29 December 2012 – 1 January 2013) (WA) 
• TC Narelle (9 – 15 January 2013) (WA) 
• TC Oswald (21– 22 January 2013) (QLD) 
• TC Peta (23 January 2013) (WA) 
• TC Rusty (24 – 28 February 2013) (WA) 

 
Tropical cyclone Peta crossed the coast of Western Australia 40 km east of Karratha on 23 
January and lead to minor catchment flooding.  Tropical cyclone Rusty crossed the coast of 
Western Australia 110 km east of Port Hedland as a category 3 cyclone on 27 February, and 
was associated with flooding and damaging winds.  
 
Tropical cyclone Oswald was a category 1 system which made landfall on the west coast of 
the Cape York Peninsula after forming in the Gulf of Carpentaria on 21 January 2013.  After 
weakening to become a tropical low it tracked down the coast of Queensland and northern 
New South Wales from 22 to 29 January, resulting in flooding and strong winds affecting 
many coastal areas. 
 
According the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) the summer of 2012/13 was the warmest on 
record in terms of mean and maximum temperatures. The summer was also characterised 
by below average rainfall for most of Australia except for Western Australia and a portion of 
the Queensland east coast and hinterland from Mackay to southern New South Wales which 
ranged from above average to being in the highest 10% ever recorded. 
 
4.3 Heat wave versus Heat Load 

Currently there is no nationally coherent definition of a heatwave. A heatwave is traditionally 
defined as being generally uncomfortably hot for the population and may adversely affect 
human health. This definition is intentionally vague as the threshold for a heatwave varies 
across Australia. For example in Adelaide, three consecutive days at or above 40°C is 
considered a heatwave (Nairn and Fawcett 2011) 
 
The above definition is quite effective in identifying abnormally hot conditions for population 
centres, typically in urban settings. However it places too much emphasis on daily maximum 
temperatures and misses important aspects of the environment, such as wind speed, 
humidity and radiant energy absorption and dissipation. In other words it is not a good 
indication of excessive Heat Load in feedlot cattle. 
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The BOM identified three heatwaves this summer that affected the entire nation at some 
point during their evolution. These occurred between: 
 

• November 25 to December 3  
• December 26 to January 20 
• March 2 to13  

 
The Heat Load Index (HLI) is a combination of radiant energy (temperature and solar 
radiation), humidity and wind speed. The accumulation and dissipation of heat load is 
defined by Accumulated Heat Load Units (AHLU). Different levels of AHLU have been 
assigned to signify different cattle types and conditions ranging from 80 to 95, where AHLU 
80 cattle will start accumulating heat load when the HLI is above 80 and so on for all cattle 
types. All cattle types will start dissipating heat load when the HLI drops below 77. HLI 
values between 77 and the accumulation level (i.e. 80) are thermal neutral zone no 
accumulation or dissipation occurs. 
 
The AHLU is further defined by risk levels of low, medium, high and extreme, that define a 
heat load event and determine its intensity as related to panting scares (Table 2).  
 

Table 2 AHLU risk levels 
AHLU Heat stress category Cattle indications 
0-20 Low risk No stress or panting score 1 
20-50 Medium risk Panting score 1-2 

50-100 High risk Panting score 2-4 
Over 100 Extreme risk Panting score 4 

 
Using the AHLU, heat load events were been identified at different times and for different 
reasons than the heatwaves defined by the BOM. These events are detailed in the following 
section 
 
4.4 Heat Load Events 

4.4.1 November 29 to December 3 

The Heat Load event began as a build-up of the extreme heat in central Australia and moved 
south east ahead of a trough approaching from the west. The BOM identified the system as 
a heatwave with peak temperatures attained on November 29 dissipating in severity during 
the following few days. Up to this point the system was relatively dry with moderate to strong 
winds.  
 
On November 30 the trough migrated through northern Victorian and New South Wales. The 
air mass associated with the trough was very moist and significantly increased relative 
humidity and overnight cloud cover. This situation persisted until December 1 when the 
trough moved the system further north into southeast Queensland where the hot and humid 
conditions remained for the rest of the week. During this time only four locations recorded a 
High AHLU 80 risk level (Figure 5) all other locations recorded Low to Medium AHLU 80 risk 
levels.  
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Figure 5 AHLU 80 recorded at Applethorpe, Cessnock, Young and Scone automatic 

weather stations 
 
The event was identified by the Cattle Heat Load Toolbox (CHLT) three days prior to onset. 
Figure 6 shows the predicted AHLU 80 for Scone 1 day, 2 days and 3 days ahead. The 
CHLT predicted an event would occur in the Victorian, NSW and QLD regions between 
November 29 and December 3; 52 SMS alerts and 78 email alerts were issued during this 
period. Ten of the SMS alerts were for a High AHLU 80 risk level for locations in Victoria, 
NSW and QLD (Zone 5, 6, 7 and 8).  
 
Some of the High risk alerts were issued for locations in Victoria and NSW (Zone 5 and 6) 
did not record a High AHLU 80 risk level. These false alarms were due to forecast higher 
humidity. Although the High risk conditions did not eventuate at the BOM AWS sites used to 
evaluate the forecast performance there is a reasonable probability that a feedlot in the 
region could have experienced higher humidity due to localised effects near the surface. 
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Figure 6 Predicted AHLU 80 for Scone November 28 to December 3 for 1 day, 2 day 

and 3 days ahead 
 
4.4.2 January 10 to January 22 

The BOM reported the beginning of a Heatwave to have begun December 26 that persisted 
until January 20. The situation was exacerbated by the late onset of the Monsoon and a slow 
High pressure system that developed over central Australia. This high pressure system was 
characterised by an extremely hot dry air mass. This situation caused extreme maximum 
daily temperatures across Australia and broke nearly all records for maximum temperatures 
since records began.  
 
While record breaking temperatures were being reached in Victoria and NSW this did not 
affect the AHLU risk levels, as the humidity was exceptionally low and wind speeds were 
relatively high. The High pressure and dry conditions also precluded the development of 
night time cloud; allowing for significant cooling of the surface over night. Therefore while the 
daytime HLI reached into the high 90’s there was sufficient recovery over night. This is 
shown in Figure 7. 
 
The top two panels of are the temperature (T), relative humidity (RH) and wind speed (WS) 
forecasts for January 11 at 4 pm. The dark patch in the centre of the relative humidity panel 
is the extremely dry air mass, less than 10% RH. The Bottom two panels are the HLI 
forecasts for January 11 at 4 pm and January 12 at 4 am.  
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Figure 7 Temperature, relative humidity and wind speed forecast for January 11 4 

pm (top). HLI forecast for January 11 4 pm and January 12 4 am 
 
The situation began to change on January 12 when moisture from the Coral and Arafura Sea 
was drawn into the system reducing the temperature by increasing the moisture content of 
the air mass. The hot dry air mass began to narrow as a front moved up into the Bight; this 
narrowing caused a region of light winds to form near the centre of the air mass as it was 
positioned between two pressure gradients with winds flowing in opposite directions (Figure 
8) The combination of high temperatures, high humidity and light winds during the day and 
overnight resulted in a high heat load event. 
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Figure 8 Temperature, relative humidity and wind speed forecast for January 12 4 

pm (top). HLI forecast for January 12 4 pm and January 13 4 am 
 
 
The CHLT identified the situation (Figure 9 and Figure 10) and began issuing email and 
SMS alerts, a total of 330 email and 159 SMS alerts were issued for the period January 9 to 
January 22. Katestone issued a bulletin on January 11 to all subscribed feedlots and posted 
it on the website warning of an extreme Heat Load event that would reach its peak on 
January 13 (Appendix C). The event did indeed reach its peak on January 13 as predicted 
(Figure 9). 
 
Western Australia experienced a Heat Load event on January 15 as TC Narelle moved down 
the south coast drawing moisture into Zones 1 and 2. The CHLT issued automated warnings 
and a written bulletin was posted by Katestone advising of the situation on January 14 
(Appendix D). 
 
On the East Coast the situation receded on January 16 and then ramped up again on 
January 18 into a second event. The ramping up of the AHLU coincided with the onset of the 
Australian monsoon and the movement of a deep low pressure system through the Bight. 
The system joined with a low pressure system in northwest WA drawing the monsoonal flow 
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south. The CHLT identified this situation and issued automated alerts. Katestone also posted 
a bulletin advising of the situation on January 17 (Appendix E). 
 
 

 
Figure 9 Observed and predicted average AHLU 80 for Zone 9  
 

 
Figure 10 Predicted AHLU 80 for Zone 9 for 1 day, 2 day and 3 days ahead 
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4.5 January 24 to February 6 

Ex-tropical Cyclone Oswald moved down the eastern coast of Australia bringing significant 
amounts of rain and high winds to QLD and northern NSW. The system passed through 
southeast QLD on January 26 and moved off the east coast of NSW by January 30. As it 
moved through there was a significant drop in temperature and solar radiation due to the 
thick cloud cover along with strong winds and heavy rain followed by a rapid increase in 
temperature and solar radiation and reduction of the wind speeds. The situation was 
extreme due to the large amounts of moisture on the surface and calm winds after the storm 
passed. Figure 11 shows the HLI forecast for January 26 and January 30 signifying the 
approach and departure of Ex-tropical Cyclone Oswald (Ex-TC Oswald). 
 
Figure 12 shows the predicted and observed AHLU 80 for Zone 8 (northern NSW). The 
passage of Ex-TC Oswald can be seen here with observations indicating higher than 
predicted AHLUs on January 27 and 28. As discussed further in 4.8.2 the equation used to 
calculate the BGT assumes clear skies, which will result in a HLI significantly higher than 
reality. The forecast does account for cloud and therefore shows a lower AHLU value than 
that calculated from observations. The forecast predicted a high AHLU would occur on 
January 29 three days in advance (Figure 13). The observed AWS data does not indicate a 
high heat load occurred at this site. However, other sites within the region may have 
experience high heat load following the passage of Ex-TC Oswald.  
 
Figure 14 again shows the expected difference between predicted and observed AHLU 
during the passage of Ex-TC Oswald across Zone 9. On January 28 a significant event was 
forecast three days out for AHLU80 (Figure 15) and peaked again three days later on 
January 31. Both these events were forecast.  
 
Figure 16 shows the predicted and observed AHLU 80 for Zone 10 (Southeast Queensland). 
The divergence of the AHLU up to and including January 28 is again due to the use of a 
calculated solar radiation value that assumes clear sky conditions while the forecast 
accounts for cloud formation in predicting solar radiation. Following the passage of  Ex-TC 
Oswald a heat load event was forecast for three days out for January 30, however the event 
that occurred on January 29 was only forecast one day out (Figure 17).  
 
The CHLT identified the heat event following the passage of Ex-TC Oswald and issued the 
automated alerts according to the AHLU risk levels. There were 117 email and 54 SMS 
alerts sent during this period. A rapid increase in the HLI is not accounted for in the current 
alert system, only AHLU risk levels; therefore no immediate warning of rapid increases in the 
HLI were issued following the passage of Ex-TC Oswald. 
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Figure 11 HLI forecast for January 26 4 pm and January 27 4 am (top) and January 30 

4 pm and January 30 10 pm 
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Figure 12 Observed and predicted average AHLU 80 for Zone 8 
 

 
Figure 13 Predicted AHLU 80 for Zone 8 for 1 day, 2 day and 3 days ahead 
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Figure 14 Observed and predicted average AHLU 80 for Zone 9 
 

 
Figure 15 Predicted AHLU 80 for Zone 9 for 1 day, 2 day and 3 days ahead 
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Figure 16 Observed and predicted average AHLU 80 for Zone 10 

 
Figure 17 Predicted AHLU 80 for Zone 10 for 1 day, 2 day and 3 days ahead 
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4.6 Service evaluation 

The CHLT service provided alerts and bulletins for all the major heat load events observed in 
the AWS network up to three days in advance. A total of 1222 emails and 592 SMS alerts 
were issued during the forecast period, with a peak number of alerts sent in January 
(Table 3). 

Table 3 Breakdown of alerts sent by month during forecast period 
Month Email SMS Total 
October 0 51 51 
November 0 44 44 
December 94 66 160 
January 608 313 921 
February 228 53 281 
March 292 65 357 
Total 1222 592 1814 
 
The weather systems that drove the events were simulated accurately by the model and 
communicated to subscribers as soon possible. Overall the system performed well in 
predicting the meteorological parameters that are used as inputs for the HLI. The measures 
used to evaluate performance are the Index of Agreement (IOA), the Mean Absolute Error 
(MAE), Bias and the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), definitions of the measures and their 
calculation are provided in Appendix F. For example: 
 

• an IOA of 1 implies a perfect forecast with no difference between the observed and 
the predicted at all points in time 

• an MAE of 2 for temperature signifies an average error of 2°C  over the entire period 
of the analysis 

• a Bias of -1 for temperature indicates that on average the model under predicts the 
temperature over the entire period of the analysis 

• an RMSE of 2 for temperature signifies an average squared error of 2°C and should 
be considered in relation to the MAE 

• the closer the RMSE is the to the MAE indicates that most of the errors of the same 
magnitude and that they are consistent 

 
There are no defined standards for NWP model performance; statistical scores simply 
provide a means to quantify the magnitude of the difference between predictions and 
observations. Table 4 is a useful guide to performance benchmarks of what should be 
expected from a model. These values are guidelines and not absolute values of pass or fail. 
They are based on hind cast model evaluation techniques; where a hind cast is initialised by 
re-analysis data and corrected observations are assimilated (Emery et al 2001).  Table 5, 
Table 6 and Table 7 show the average performance statistics for the 11 forecast zones; 
Appendix G contains performance statistics for all public forecast locations. 
 

Table 4 Performance benchmark guidelines 

Measure HLI T RH WS 
IOA >0.9 >0.7 >0.7 >0.6 
MAE <6 <2 <10 <2 
BIAS ±2 ±1 ±5 ±1 
RMSE <6 <2 <15 <2 
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Table 8 shows the 1, 2 and 3 day forecast AHLU contingency tables for all locations 
combined for the forecast season. Appendix H contains AHLU contingency tables for the 
individual public forecast locations. In the contingency tables, the horizontal represents the 
observed and the vertical represents the forecast AHLU category. 
 
The value in the table represents the percentage of time the forecast accurately predicted 
the AHLU risk level, where 100 is a perfect score. The underlying data is hourly therefore to 
interpret the frequency of the error one must relate the percentage to the number of hours in 
the analysis. In this analysis a score of 0.1 is equal to eight hours. 
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Table 5 Performance benchmarks by forecast zone 1 day ahead 

HLI ZONE 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 ZONE 5 ZONE 6 ZONE 7 ZONE 8 ZONE 9 ZONE 10 ZONE 11 
IOA 0.94 0.93 0.91 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.93 
MAE 3.31 3.87 3.69 3.03 3.16 3.51 3.50 3.68 3.96 3.90 4.43 
BIAS 0.99 -0.18 2.00 1.41 2.00 1.70 1.40 0.88 1.66 0.39 0.56 
RMSE 5.62 6.15 6.18 5.19 5.35 5.66 5.56 5.57 6.04 5.87 6.40 
 
T ZONE 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 ZONE 5 ZONE 6 ZONE 7 ZONE 8 ZONE 9 ZONE 10 ZONE 11 
IOA 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.97 0.95 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.94 
MAE 1.73 1.66 1.58 1.82 1.66 1.85 2.00 1.77 1.70 1.47 1.23 
BIAS -0.26 -0.10 0.13 -0.18 -0.12 -0.56 -0.34 -0.84 0.02 -0.55 -0.07 
RMSE 2.25 2.16 2.09 2.33 2.10 2.31 2.67 2.25 2.23 1.89 1.61 
 
RH ZONE 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 ZONE 5 ZONE 6 ZONE 7 ZONE 8 ZONE 9 ZONE 10 ZONE 11 
IOA 0.91 0.93 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.90 0.89 0.89 0.91 0.94 
MAE 8.56 8.08 9.17 8.14 8.90 7.28 7.95 9.53 9.19 8.37 7.28 
BIAS 0.22 -1.73 0.59 -0.93 0.63 1.54 1.99 0.13 2.87 -1.48 0.76 
RMSE 11.53 11.62 11.97 11.13 11.72 9.86 11.03 12.79 12.02 11.86 9.65 
 
WS ZONE 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 ZONE 5 ZONE 6 ZONE 7 ZONE 8 ZONE 9 ZONE 10 ZONE 11 
IOA 0.74 0.70 0.78 0.79 0.82 0.77 0.71 0.70 0.64 0.72 0.67 
MAE 1.74 1.78 1.60 1.51 1.42 1.65 1.86 1.84 1.96 1.96 1.78 
BIAS 0.79 1.15 -0.08 0.39 0.26 0.58 0.73 0.73 1.15 0.90 1.38 
RMSE 2.29 2.23 2.02 1.92 1.83 2.14 2.77 2.31 2.49 2.43 2.25 
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Table 6 Performance benchmarks by forecast zone 2 day ahead 

HLI ZONE 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 ZONE 5 ZONE 6 ZONE 7 ZONE 8 ZONE 9 ZONE 10 ZONE 11 
IOA 0.94 0.92 0.91 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.93 
MAE 3.51 3.99 3.80 3.09 3.22 3.54 3.56 3.65 4.00 3.88 4.45 
BIAS 1.13 -0.05 2.01 1.43 1.90 1.55 1.23 0.71 1.43 0.45 0.38 
RMSE 5.79 6.33 6.23 5.21 5.39 5.66 5.62 5.54 6.08 5.74 6.37 
 
T ZONE 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 ZONE 5 ZONE 6 ZONE 7 ZONE 8 ZONE 9 ZONE 10 ZONE 11 
IOA 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.96 0.94 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.94 
MAE 1.85 1.77 1.73 1.96 1.86 2.00 2.15 1.85 1.84 1.52 1.26 
BIAS -0.04 0.11 0.15 -0.12 -0.06 -0.47 -0.27 -0.77 0.16 -0.38 0.15 
RMSE 2.45 2.35 2.29 2.54 2.37 2.51 2.86 2.37 2.43 1.97 1.65 
 
RH ZONE 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 ZONE 5 ZONE 6 ZONE 7 ZONE 8 ZONE 9 ZONE 10 ZONE 11 
IOA 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.89 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.92 0.89 
MAE 9.04 9.48 9.04 9.45 7.99 8.32 10.06 9.62 9.25 8.06 8.41 
BIAS -2.60 0.32 -1.08 0.81 1.09 1.08 -0.47 1.70 -3.44 -0.32 -3.96 
RMSE 13.03 12.62 12.34 12.61 11.03 11.83 13.55 12.73 13.34 11.03 11.35 
 
WS ZONE 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 ZONE 5 ZONE 6 ZONE 7 ZONE 8 ZONE 9 ZONE 10 ZONE 11 
IOA 0.71 0.69 0.76 0.77 0.80 0.77 0.70 0.70 0.63 0.70 0.63 
MAE 1.80 1.81 1.65 1.55 1.48 1.65 1.90 1.84 1.98 2.00 1.98 
BIAS 0.76 1.14 -0.21 0.31 0.16 0.50 0.75 0.74 1.10 0.91 1.60 
RMSE 2.37 2.28 2.09 1.98 1.91 2.12 2.81 2.30 2.49 2.48 2.50 
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Table 7 Performance benchmarks by forecast zone 3 day ahead 

HLI ZONE 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 ZONE 5 ZONE 6 ZONE 7 ZONE 8 ZONE 9 ZONE 10 ZONE 11 
IOA 0.93 0.92 0.91 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.93 
MAE 3.74 4.18 3.94 3.27 3.39 3.51 3.51 3.59 3.99 3.91 4.56 
BIAS 1.05 -0.09 2.06 1.50 2.01 1.42 1.03 0.38 1.04 0.22 -0.12 
RMSE 6.06 6.62 6.38 5.52 5.64 5.70 5.59 5.43 6.07 5.90 6.57 
 
T ZONE 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 ZONE 5 ZONE 6 ZONE 7 ZONE 8 ZONE 9 ZONE 10 ZONE 11 
IOA 0.96 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.93 
MAE 2.01 1.99 1.90 2.03 1.97 2.13 2.20 1.93 1.94 1.59 1.34 
BIAS 0.01 0.23 0.34 -0.04 0.10 -0.54 -0.34 -0.83 0.06 -0.35 0.12 
RMSE 2.63 2.67 2.54 2.64 2.52 2.68 2.88 2.47 2.53 2.07 1.76 
 
RH ZONE 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 ZONE 5 ZONE 6 ZONE 7 ZONE 8 ZONE 9 ZONE 10 ZONE 11 
IOA 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.91 0.92 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.88 0.91 0.87 
MAE 9.55 10.25 9.87 9.81 8.26 8.55 10.23 10.03 9.73 8.47 9.15 
BIAS -2.73 0.04 -1.82 0.16 0.48 0.69 -1.01 0.90 -3.87 -1.13 -4.67 
RMSE 13.45 13.93 13.43 13.11 11.38 12.25 13.82 13.43 14.02 11.65 12.35 
 
WS ZONE 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 ZONE 5 ZONE 6 ZONE 7 ZONE 8 ZONE 9 ZONE 10 ZONE 11 
IOA 0.69 0.65 0.73 0.75 0.77 0.74 0.70 0.69 0.61 0.68 0.61 
MAE 1.92 1.87 1.73 1.59 1.53 1.72 1.84 1.84 1.97 2.06 2.11 
BIAS 0.75 1.12 -0.24 0.22 0.08 0.34 0.53 0.70 0.97 0.85 1.69 
RMSE 2.55 2.39 2.22 2.05 2.00 2.20 2.49 2.30 2.47 2.59 2.66 
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Table 8 1, 2 and 3 day forecast AHLU contingency tables for all locations for the forecast season 

1 Day  
 

2 Day  
 

3 Day  
AHLU 80 

 
AHLU 80 

 
AHLU 80 

Extreme 0.1 0.0 0.1 3.4 
 

Extreme 0.5 0.2 0.3 2.3 
 

Extreme 0 0 0 0.5 
High 0.7 0.5 0.9 0.3 

 
High 0.7 0.4 0.5 0.4 

 
High 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.7 

Medium 3.2 1.6 0.5 0.1 
 

Medium 2.8 1.2 0.5 0.4 
 

Medium 2.1 1.1 0.5 0.6 
Low 86.4 1.7 0.3 0.1 

 
Low 86.4 1.9 0.5 0.8 

 
Low 87.9 2.4 0.8 2 

 
Low Medium High Extreme 

  
Low Medium High Extreme 

  
Low Medium High Extreme 

AHLU 83 
 

AHLU 83 
 

AHLU 83 
Extreme 0.1 0.0 0.1 1.6 

 
Extreme 0.4 0.2 0.2 1.2 

 
Extreme 0.1 0.1 0 0.2 

High 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2 
 

High 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 
 

High 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.4 
Medium 1.5 0.9 0.3 0.0 

 
Medium 1.3 0.6 0.3 0.1 

 
Medium 1 0.5 0.3 0.3 

Low 92.9 1.2 0.3 0.0 
 

Low 92.8 1.4 0.4 0.3 
 

Low 93.5 1.6 0.6 0.9 
   Low  Medium  High  Extreme 

 
   Low  Medium  High  Extreme 

 
   Low  Medium  High  Extreme 

AHLU 86 
 

AHLU 86 
 

AHLU 86 
Extreme 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.8 

 
Extreme 0.1 0 0 0.8 

 
Extreme 0.1 0 0 0 

High 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 
 

High 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 
 

High 0.1 0 0.1 0.2 
Medium 0.5 0.4 0.1 0.0 

 
Medium 0.5 0.4 0.1 0 

 
Medium 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.2 

Low 96.5 0.8 0.1 0.0 
 

Low 96.5 0.8 0.1 0 
 

Low 96.8 0.9 0.3 0.5 
   Low  Medium  High  Extreme 

 
   Low  Medium  High  Extreme 

 
   Low  Medium  High  Extreme 

AHLU 89 
 

AHLU 89 
 

AHLU 89 
Extreme 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 

 
Extreme 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.4 

 
Extreme 0 0 0 0.4 

High 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 
 

High 0.1 0 0 0 
 

High 0.1 0 0.1 0 
Medium 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.0 

 
Medium 0.2 0 0 0 

 
Medium 0.2 0.1 0.1 0 

Low 98.3 0.4 0.1 0.0 
 

Low 98.1 0.4 0.1 0 
 

Low 98.4 0.4 0.1 0.1 
   Low  Medium  High  Extreme 

 
   Low  Medium  High  Extreme 

 
   Low  Medium  High  Extreme 
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AHLU 92 
 

AHLU 92 
 

AHLU 92 
Extreme 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

 
Extreme 0.5 0.1 0.1 0 

 
Extreme 0 0 0 0 

High 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 
 

High 0.1 0 0 0 
 

High 0 0 0.1 0 
Medium 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 

 
Medium 0.1 0 0 0 

 
Medium 0.2 0.1 0 0 

Low 99.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 
 

Low 98.8 0.1 0 0 
 

Low 99.3 0.2 0.1 0 
   Low  Medium  High  Extreme 

 
   Low  Medium  High  Extreme 

 
   Low  Medium  High  Extreme 

AHLU 95 
 

AHLU 95 
 

AHLU 95 
Extreme 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

 
Extreme 0.7 0 0 0 

 
Extreme 0 0 0 0 

High 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
 

High 0 0 0 0 
 

High 0 0 0 0 
Medium 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

 
Medium 0.1 0 0 0 

 
Medium 0.2 0 0 0 

Low 99.9 0.1 0.0 0.0 
 

Low 99.1 0.1 0 0 
 

Low 99.3 0.3 0.2 0 
   Low  Medium  High  Extreme 

 
   Low  Medium  High  Extreme 

 
   Low  Medium  High  Extreme 
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4.7 Benchmarking 

To gain some perspective on how the K-WRF model performs in relation to other weather 
prediction systems, performance statistics have been obtained for: 
 

• The Bureau of Meteorology ACCESS-A model 
• The NCEP/NOAA GFS model with statistical bias correction (MOS) 
• US National Weather Service human forecast performance benchmark  

 
Please note that the performance statistics in Table 9 are not a direct comparison for the 
2012/13 forecast season. The locations and time periods used to evaluate the models are 
entirely different and may or may not include Australian locations. The data in Table 9 
indicates that the K-WRF model is within the performance benchmarks of similar systems 
and narrowly out done by a human forecaster. 
 

Table 9 K-WRF produces comparable statistics to other forecasting systems  

Model  Parameter  Statistic  Value (°C) Comment  
K-WRF  Tmax  RMSE  2.2 2012/13 all sites  
K-WRF  Tmin  RMSE  2 2012/13 all sites  
ACCESS-A  Temp  RMSE  2.2 Bridge et al, 2011  
K-WRF  Tmax  MAE  1.9 2012/13 all sites  
K-WRF  Tmin  MAE  1.4 2012/13 all sites  
GFS+MOS  Tmax and Tmin  MAE  1.53 Wheeler et al 2011  
US-NWS (human forecast) Tmax and Tmin  MAE  1.47 Wheeler et al 2011  
Note: This is not a direct comparison of performance over the 2012/13 summer period. Data from other forecast 
services are for different time periods and locations 
 
The K-WRF model has performed well in predicting the synoptic and local scale 
meteorology, the HLI and AHLU risk levels for the 2012/13 forecast season. The system is 
not always correct and at times will issue a false alarm by over predicting relative humidity or 
under predict temperature resulting in a lower AHLU risk level. The sensitivity of the 
algorithms to small errors that are within the acceptable bounds of a good forecast can 
cause large variations in the predicted risk. These issues are discussed in the following 
section. 
 
4.8 Limitations to the service 

Following the detailed review of the forecasting systems performance, a review of the heat 
events and feedback from the subscribers we have identified some areas that can either 
create errors in the system or possible areas for improvements. These include: 
 

• Sensitivity of the system to small changes in weather parameter inputs. This is due to 
the nature of the BGT, HLI and AHLU equations and how they are used with cut off 
levels. 

• Poor representation of actual black globe temperature from calculated parameters 
and current equation. 

• Overestimation of HLI during cloudy conditions through use of "clear sky" assumption 
may have greater importance if rapid change in HLI is to be predicted. 

• Current service does not send out alerts on rapid change in HLI. 
• Erroneous data from AWS can result in significant impacts on HLI.  
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These issues are discussed in more detail in the following sections and possible options to 
overcome each issue are discussed in Section 4.9. 
  
4.8.1 Algorithm sensitivity 

The nature of the BGT and HLI equations mean that the system is very sensitive to small 
error in the inputs. For example:  
 

• Relative Humidity  
The variation in the HLI is the change in RH multiplied by 0.38. such that, if RH increases 
from 55% to 60%, i.e. a change of 5%, then the HLI increases by 5 x 0.38 = 1.9 
 
• Temperature 
A change of 1 °C results in a change in the HLI of up to 1.65. This is temperature 
dependent and can vary from 1.65 at 25 °C to 1.73 at 40°C 
 
• Wind speed 
A change of 1 m/s results in a change in the HLI of between 2 and 0.5. This is dependent 
on the magnitude of the wind speed. At the 2 m/s the difference is 2 in the HLI at 4 m/s it 
is 0.7 and from 6 m/s upwards it stays at 0.5 
 
• Solar Radiation 
The change in solar radiation is logarithmic meaning that large fluctuations are needed to 
have a significant influence on the HLI. A variation of 100 W/m2 around the value of 200 
W/m2 will change the HLI by 1.1 this decreases as solar radiation increases to 0.3 at 800 
W/m2. This can however have a large impact during periods of extended cloud cover, 
which is discussed below. 

 
The sensitivity of the algorithms is compounded in the AHLU as it accumulates over time. 
For example; if the temperature forecast is accurate to within 1°C, relative humidity to 5% 
and wind speed to 2 m/s (i.e. a near perfect weather forecast) the HLI would still be up to 6 
HLI units out. For the AHLU this means that a forecast error of 6 units over a period of 4 to 8 
hours will result in the AHLU being over or under predicted by 24 to 48 units.  
 
4.8.2 Solar radiation assumptions 

Since solar radiation is not recorded by the BOM at the AWS locations a calculation is used 
that assumes clear sky conditions. This is a conservative assumption that will always result 
in the highest HLI. Unfortunately it will also mean that the true HLI during periods of 
extensive cloud cover are not known, and therefore it is difficult to review the forecast 
performance during these periods. 
 
Table 10 shows the daily average calculated and predicted solar radiation and observed 
total rainfall for Kingaroy, during the passage of Ex-Tropical Cyclone Oswald. The difference 
in the calculated solar radiation versus the K-WRF forecast is up to 84%. The solar radiation 
value is then passed into the black globe temperature equation before being used in the HLI 
calculation. These multiple calculation steps to derive a variable that is critical to the HLI can 
cause significant errors that propagate through to the AHLU. 
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Table 10 Daily average calculated and predicted solar radiation and observed total 
rainfall for Kingaroy 

Date Total Rain mm 
Average clear sky  

SR calculated 
Average with cloud 

SR forecast Difference 
22/01/2013 0 658 665 1% 
23/01/2013 0 647 707 9% 

24/01/2013 9 678 297 -56% 

25/01/2013 13 651 167 -74% 

26/01/2013 83 654 123 -81% 

27/01/2013 191 655 105 -84% 

28/01/2013 8 642 496 -23% 
29/01/2013 0 647 726 12% 
30/01/2013 0 638 726 14% 
 
 
4.8.3 BGT equation 

There is also evidence from this season that the BGT equations are not accurately 
approximating the observed BGT. Several subscribers have forwarded their AWS 
observations to Katestone for analysis. These data show a large variation of up to ± 8°C 
between the observed BGT and the BGT calculated from the observed temperature (Figure 
18). The other side of the equation is of course solar radiation which is calculated using a 
clear sky assumption. This alone is not enough to account for the large disparities seen in 
the data.  
 

 
 

Figure 18 Observed black globe temperature and calculated black globe temperature 
from observed temperature and clear sky solar radiation 
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4.8.4 AWS erroneous data 

Further compounding any minor errors in the forecast there are the potential for errors to 
creep into the AWS data stream. The BOM makes their AWS data available in near real 
time; Katestone retrieves the data on an hourly basis and integrates it into the CHLT system. 
The BOM data is provided “as is” and may have missing or erroneous data points, such as a 
wind speed of 0 km/h may be recorded, when in fact the data point is missing or was falsely 
recorded. These false records can have a significant impact, artificially inflating the HLI by 
more than 10 units and propagating the error in the AHLU (Table 11) when in the HLI should 
be going down and AHLU accumulating a slower rate (Table 12).  
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Table 11 Error creep in the AWS data stream, a false reading of wind speed of 0 km/h caused a 10.8 unit increase in the HLI  

Date Time T RH GUST WD WS SR BGT HLI AHLU 80 AHLU 83 AHLU 86 AHLU 89 AHLU 92 AHLU 95 
12/01/2013 5:00 PM 42.1 18 20 315 13 352.1 50.5 92.2 84 56 33.6 14.2 0.2 0 

12/01/2013 5:30 PM 41.5 17 32 270 0 352.1 49.8 103 95.6 66.2 42.2 21.3 5.9 4.2 
12/01/2013 6:00 PM 38.3 18 24 315 15 135.9 44.9 83.1 97.2 66.2 40.8 18.4 1.4 0 
 

Table 12 Corrected AWS data stream shows a reduction in the HLI and AHLU 

Date Time T RH GUST WD WS SR BGT HLI AHLU 80 AHLU 83 AHLU 86 AHLU 89 AHLU 92 AHLU 95 

12/01/2013 
5:00 
PM 42.1 18 20 315 13 352.1 50.5 92.2 84 56 33.6 14.2 0.2 0 

12/01/2013 
5:30 
PM 41.5 17 32 270 14 352.1 49.8 90.5 89.25 59.75 35.85 14.95 0 0 

12/01/2013 
6:00 
PM 38.3 18 24 315 15 135.9 44.9 83.1 90.8 59.8 34.4 12 0 0 
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4.9 Overcoming the limitations 

4.9.1 New Research 

Katestone is working with John Gaughan to investigate the HLI and AHLU algorithms, 
including the BGT equation in order to reduce the sensitivity of the equations to small 
variations. This research will also look into the underlying dynamics that drive temperature, 
humidity and wind speed near the surface and how cattle interact and react to the local 
environment. This defined by the surface energy balance (SEB) equation: 
 

𝑄∗ +  𝑄𝑚 = 𝑄𝐻 + 𝑄𝐸 + 𝑄𝐺 + ∆𝑄𝑠 
 
Where, 𝑄∗ is net all wave radiation, 𝑄𝑚 is rate of heat production by metabolic processes, 𝑄𝐻 
is the sensible heat flux, 𝑄𝐸 is the water vapour flux, 𝑄𝐺 is the ground heat flux and ∆𝑄𝑆 is 
the storage of heat in the animal. The relationships defined in the energy budget may be 
used to derive a new HLI/AHLU algorithm that accounts for the internal and external fluxes 
of energy in feedlot cattle. 
 
4.9.2 Integrating local AWS 

Katestone realises that each feedlot is different and the conditions at one location can vary 
significantly from one location to the next even if they are only separated by a few 
kilometres. To bring these variations into the service we need data from these locations. On 
site data of the actual conditions experienced at the feedlot.  
 
Over the winter months we will be asking all subscribers to participate in the set up and 
installation of a Heat Load Data Network. The project will gather the onsite automatic 
weather station (AWS) data from participating feedlots and integrate it into next seasons 
Heat Load Forecast service. What this means is that along with each site receiving a 
location specific forecast. The forecast AHLU’s will be initialised from the subscriber’s onsite 
AWS. This also provides us with the opportunity to provide performance measures of the 
forecast for the site. 
 
4.9.3 New data handling process 

As part of the Heat Load Data Network a data checking algorithm will be implemented to 
quality assure the incoming subscriber and BOM AWS prior to its integration into the service. 
This should resolve the error creep issue mentioned above. 
 
4.9.4 Solar radiation issue 

The BOM has recently made available near real-time solar radiation observations for 29 
locations across Australia. While the data is sparse it may provide a suitable initialisation 
parameter for the calculation of BGT and the HLI. The viability this dataset will need to be 
investigated. 
 
4.9.5 Other improvements 

Further refinement of the K-WRF model is always conducted in the off-season. This season 
Katestone will be implementing a cycling algorithm to initialise the land surface model from 
the previous forecast and will include data assimilation from the WMO surface and upper air 
observations in locations that have extremely localised features. The following season will 
also see the introduction of a background error statistic into the model initialisation. The 
background error is derived from the forecast error across the entire modelling domain and 
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statistically integrated into the initial condition at each time step with the intention of 
improving the forecast. This has not been included in the past seasons as the model need to 
run for a significant period of time to collect enough information to generate sensible 
statistics. 
 
4.10 Subscriber survey 

At the end of this season we sent out a survey to all the CHLT subscribers asking them to 
rate the service and provide comment on where the service could be improved. We received 
26 responses (Appendix I). The core findings of the survey are: 
 

• 46% used the service daily while 38% only checked it when they thought there might 
be an issue 

• 62% found the CHLT website clear and easy to navigate, while 35% did not know as 
they just use their forecast page. Additional requests included: 

o Capacity to change member details and preferences needs to be easier 
o Would like to get our weather station to talk to you to tighten up on the forecasts 

 
• 73% found that the service met their needs, 8% felt that it was either too much 

information or not enough and the remainder had other comments which are 
provided below: 

o The temperature forecast appears to be constantly below other weather forecasts 
and actual recordings. 

o Yes, the forecast information is excellent. However, occasionally during periods of 
high HLI, the data appears to keep accumulating. 

o Would like to see the actual data for the previous days as we used to. 
o does not give an accurate enough report for this area 

 
• 81% found that the Heat Load alerts were provided at the best time to support their 

decisions. 12% requested that the alerts be sent earlier in the morning 
• 85% of respondents use the RAP during the forecast season, not just at the 

beginning 
• 88% of respondents use the forecast minimum and maximum temperatures for their 

site as an indicator to manage heat load followed by cattle condition (77%) and the 
HLI (77%) and AHLU (65%) 

• 88% of respondents use heat load feed rationing to manage heat stress followed by 
the provision of extra water troughs (65%) and manure removed (58%) 

• 69% felt the forecast was mostly right and 15% felt it was 50/50. Comments included  
o It is mostly right but I think there is not enough weight put on wind speed when it gets 

in to the single digit numbers 
o The forecast is a tool. The forecast provides an indicator that an event is likely. I think 

it is unreasonable to expect the forecast to be completely accurate. If accuracy is 
important then the feedlot must invest in its own weather station. 

 
Respondents also requested the following improvements to the system: 
 

• The temperature forecast by Katestone was usually up to 5 degrees lower than other 
sites and the actual which made the HLI forecast lower. 

• Plainer simpler figures for so all staff to understand.  Some staff get confused which 
causes self consciousness and embarrassment leading to loss of interest. 

• we find it ok at the moment 
• Cumulative effect of prolonged rain on cattle and their ability to handle a heat stress 

event after these periods. 
• Would like to get our weather station to talk to you to tighten up on the forecasts 
• Have forecast information updated regularly, early in the day is when decisions in 

relation to ration changes 
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• This year the weather continued to be very humid after the site was closed down. 
Perhaps the site could stay online until the weather changes drastically 

• Include cloud cover % for day and night 
• constant review of forecast to actual - and making sure AHLU is as accurate as 

possible 
• We need to get a real time AWS so that our data can be used by Katestone to 

accurately forecast our risk 
• more appropriate site used - Katanning to Albany is a huge difference in climate 
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5. Discussion 

The 2012/13 forecast season saw some extreme weather and heat load events. The month 
of January was exceptional in that two events occurred for vastly different reasons. One was 
due to the late onset of the monsoon interacting with a high pressure system, the other Ex-
tropical Cyclone Oswald causing a rapid and extreme increase in the HLI.  
 
It became apparent that while the first event was represented in the AHLU algorithm and 
alert thresholds were met the second event did not trigger a suitable alert threshold for the 
cattle affected. This is due to the rapid onset of the event where it was not the AHLU 
ramping up but the HLI following a period of cold, windy and wet conditions. There is 
currently no threshold to derive a warning for these events. 
 
The K-WRF model successfully simulated and predicted these events and Katestone 
provided guidance to subscribed feedlots through automated alerts and written bulletins. A 
greater emphasis needs to be placed on the service as guidance for site specific 
management procedures. This can be achieved through education and interaction with the 
end user. The CHLT website is the ideal place to provide this by integrating onsite AWS data 
allowing the subscriber to interact with the system and tailor it to suit their operational 
requirements. 
 
Through discussions with feedlot operators and in response to the feedback received by the 
survey we recommend the following improvements to the system: 
 

1. Errors in the observation files need to be identified and removed from BOM AWS 
2. Use onsite feedlot AWS for initialising the AHLU, same data issues need to be 

resolved as for BOM 
3. Ensure all onsite feedlot AWS are using correct equations and integration schemes 
4. Revisit the HLI and AHLU algorithms to reduce their sensitivity 
5. Develop a broader range of alert thresholds 
6. Update the underlying RAP data on a continuous basis 
7. Increase the interactivity of the CHLT 
8. Secure event logging facility, were sites can record the details of a heat load event 

for analysis 
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6. Conclusion 

A heat load forecast service was provided for the 2012/13 summer period to over 191 
locations. The service provided automated alerts and written bulletins for major heat load 
events and supplied site specific guidance and analysis as requested.  
 
The numerical weather prediction system, K-WRF, performed well in simulating the 
meteorological conditions that drive heat load events and in predicting the HLI and AHLU 
risk levels. The automated alert system needs to be expanded to encompass a broader 
range of adverse conditions, including rapid onset situations following intense rainfall. 
Greater emphasis also needs to be placed on education concerning the system and its 
operation. 
 
Integrating onsite AWS data into the service is currently underway as is improving the 
algorithms that underlay the HLI and AHLU. Further work is required to update the RAP 
database and to improve the interactivity of the CHLT website. 
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